
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL WEIHNACHTEN 

"Bei uns ist immer was los!" 

VORWEIHNACHTENSSITTEN {PRE-CHRISTMAS CUSTOMS) 

bringer of gifts: der Gabenbringer, die Gabenbringer 

Nikolas' helper, a scary figure, who punishes bad children on Nikolausabend: 

Krampus (Bayern) / Grampus (Osterreich) / der schwarze Peter 

Appearance 

Although Krampus appears in many variations, most share some common 

physical characteristics. He is hairy, usually brown or black, and has the clQYen 

ho~es and horns of a goat. His long, pointed tongue lolls out,l5l[13l and he has 

fangs.l1l 

Krampus carries chains, thought to symbolize the binding of the Devil by the 

Christian Church. He thrashes the chains for dramatic effect. The chains are 

sometimes accompanied with bells of various sizes.l14l Of more ~gan origins 

are the roten, bundles of birch branches that Krampus carries and with which 

he occasionally swats children.l5l The rnten may have had significance in pre

Christian p_a_gan initiation rites.l5l The birch branches are replaced with a whip 

in some representations. Sometimes Krampus appears with a sack or a basket 

strapped to his back; this is to cart off evil children for drowning, eating, or 

transport to Hell. Some of the older versions make mention of naughty 

children being put in the bag and taken away.l5l This quality can be found in 

other Com2anions of Saint Nicholas such as Zwarte Piet. 

Costumes 

Costumed characters are a central part of all Krampus celebrations. These 

characters include: Krampus, Saint Nikolaus, the woodsman, angels, and the old woman. As Krampus is half-goat and 

half-demon, the costume normally shares certain primary elements such as: a fur suit, horns, demon mask, and hooves. 

Props commonly used are; bells, a birch switch, basket worn on the back, chains, walking staff, and a horse hair or hemp 

flogger. The most traditional Krampus costumes are made from goat/sheep skins, animal horns, and hand carved masks. 

More often they are made with modern and less costly materials, such as: fake fur and latex masks. Several Krampus 

costume instructional YouTube videos are available. 

Krampuskarten 

Europeans have been exchanging greeti!!_g_ cards featuring Krampus since the 1800s. Sometimes introduced with Groj3 

vom Krampus (Greetings from Krampus), the cards usually have humorous rhymes and poems . .Krampus is often featured 

looming menacingly over children. He is also shown as having one human foot and one cloven hoof. In some, Krampus 

has sexual overtones; he is pictured pursuing buxom women.l18l Over time, the representation of Krampus in the cards 

has changed; older versions have a more frightening Krampus, while modern versions have a cuter, more Cu_Eid-like 

creature. Krampus has also adorned ostcar_QS and candy containers. 


